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TASK. In my studio ‘Imagining Collaborative World’ we imagine utopian
scenarios with alternative ways of development our lives where personality
of individual success, solidarity run our society instead of market
competitiveness, and collaboration transforms our cities instead of profit
making. The cultures of caring and sharing are exchanging presently
dominating cultures of consuming and wasting. Instead of being commodity,
urban space and architecture are becoming common resources that are
developed and used by all. Thus, Imagining Collaborative World is a call
for an adventure that is gaining towards new utopian horizon that can
generate innovations for global sustainability in the face of converging
crisis.
*Digitalisation, humanisation, artificial environment are the cause
for thoughts like borders, lack of empathy, destroying nature (and resources), suppression, fear and prejudice among the vast majority of
people. But why? we, as rational human beings, think up problems and
the consequences arising from them, we are forced to solve or submit to
situations in connection with the inability to solve blaming the
environment. But we can direct our thoughts in the right way, our
mind into the proper intellectual movement, develop as a big mind, not
depend on circumstances, change the attitude and configuration of the
external energy level., to become superhuman. And reinforce all this
with LOVE, connect your ability to exist with love, exist in harmony,
not abstracting from reality.
What/ Hybrid urbanism in digital city/Planning paradigms for the
advanced time in media age//Digital humanity/// Revealing the essence of
human nature and putting forward the basic questions of the importance of
human-like consciousness and its creation in general is the main aspect of
humanisation. Artificial Intelligence is more intelligent than human. We
all need Love. Empathy means survival.
Why// Analogue second nature as the subtitle shows different vectors
of development. 1 is Nature itself. Probably after digital revolution
our nature and resources will be destroyed and we in collaboration
with more intelligent Mind will create it from scratch and preserve it
developing every day. 2 is Analogue. Analogue human, analogue mind,
analogue environment. For sure we can say that nobody knows what kind
of humanity will be in the future regarding implementation of computer
environment but we can assume and expect drawing conclusions from
our past stages of life (memory as another aspect for humanity) and
existing conditions. Analogue second nature as the subtitle shows different
vectors of development.
Utopian Story///
The simulation hypothesis or simulation theory proposes that all of
reality, including the Earth and the Universe, is in fact an artificial
simulation, most likely a computer simulation. Some versions
rely on the development of a simulated reality, a proposed technology that
would seem realistic enough to convince its inhabitants
the simulation was real. Technology, like any ideology, thrives on
dreams of mobility, power and omnipresence; to some extent, this may
be a chance to reboot, to replay an event and to try a different
resolution.
? Modelling as a process and forecast of concepts., concept itself
as a model., creation of new base of theoretical lines for understanding
future collaborative world in case it is quite complicated to
imagine real methods of Utopian scenario.
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Someday-Somewhere/ What if the technology could also control or alter brain
activity? What if our thoughts and other brain information were always
controlled or hacked? In a world in which the # (Google, Amazon,
Facebook, Apple< Instagram, Microsoft and other companies) are gain
ing more and more insight into our lives, should’t we worried that 1
day they might get even more access to cognitive data ?
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Key words: Megastructure, Hybrid Urbanism, Artificial Intelligence, Love,
Integration, Virtual Reality, Human, Paradigms, Transformation,
Digitalisation.
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ANALOGUE SECOND NATURE/
hybrid urbanism//
digital city

|Detailed

explanation for pictures|

PLACE
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... Model. the manifestations of
informational infrastructures are
at best a stealthy legion of innocuous
boxes.
+ Structure can be applied wherever you can
imagine it in the world as
a new role model (megastructure) using
Matrix system (basis structure of VR as grid
applied for physical space, not virtually)
through game and virtual space integration.
The matrix as a symbol of time, which
subordinates the meaning of existence
itself. And the architecture of the future
will be created specifically by AI and
45 people under the influence of the digital
environment, and I, in turn, put forward the
principles of the future space under the
influence of existing trends and factors and
development, and generally computerisation
including virtual. Planning paradigms in
analog second-nature.
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Unit construction
of hybrid node
for city Berlin

+
Spaces thar
are at the same
time analog
and digital, virtual
and material,local and
global,tactile and abstract.

Hybrid urbanism-1component/focused
on the discussin of the
future of our
environments
will function
as generators
of local identity.

Information
Laws.Structure.Freedom.
Different
dimensions of
functions and
mix between
them/

Structure can
be applied
wherever you
can imagine it
in the world
A new role model
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Empathy is the ability to feel what the other person
is feeling. It is to experience their emotions. It
is the ability to put yourself in the other person’s
shoes in a big and meaningful way. Emotional
intelligence is the ability to manage your own emotions,
as well as the emotions of others.

It doesn’t matter where you go, everyone seems to need
love. Love is an important part of life. We see it
every day, no matter where we look. Humans love each
other, animals love each other, and humans and AI love
each other. The more I read about it, feel it, and
think about, I have to conclude that love may be as
important as food, shelter, and water.
Below are three major beliefs that will drastically
shift your entire experience in love. Change what’s
happening inside of you, and your outside experience
will change, too.
Love is pain. And sacrifice, but it’s also the most
beautiful thing in the world when it’s real and
reciprocated.
Love is the answer.
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MEGASTRUCTURE
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Megastructure
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Architectural diagram (from spatial diagram distinguishing +poster 4 scheme
see the last page)
The current complex spatial structure of the hybrid urban node is formed
out of stories and reality. Fairytales or utopia has a documentrelated basis, scientific research, movie vision of future scenarios,
emotional vector of collaboration and development, not to different
from the real spatial principles of physics, mechanics and real life laws.
With the components of its natural habitat and houses, common area and
cafe, envelops the real city without destroying it, forming a new hybrid
space.To build new space with your thoughts, to be lost in complex system
of communicators, to create unexpected spots and learn from your city,
to have errors and glitches, makes urban construction more complicated. It
can exist as a model whenever in the world: Europe-Berlin, AsiaTokyo, North America-Toronto, South America-Cuenca, Australia-Melbourne,
Africa-Johannesburg. City space to become an integral part of it. The
complex is a frame structure, blocks, organic natural resources. A part of
frame structure can be transformed in the future. digital is one the
aspects to rule this space. Virtual can coordinate and regulate zones of
structure. The city we live in are the cities in our minds. The actual
physical reality does still matter, but how people comprehend it
increasingly matters against that reality. Architecture is not supposed
to negotiate the real, but negotiate the imagined reality: architect
imagines building. What we called real and imaginary are blending together,
constituting and intersected painting of object-building and a city of
memories. Collection of friction points between the virtual and physical,
our mixed reality. Hidden gaps as vertical plans could potentially be
bringing local manufacturers and agriculture (we work with nature here),and
diverse common spaces into a highly industrialised dense city. All plugin units are used in mixed content. Some attributes from different concept
may be integrated in each other. From Love section (hope) with (generator)
from develop section and new environment. The technical principles of
mobile architecture.
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Somehow it looks like game in 1 volume
which you can read and decrypt presented
as hybrid organisational structure of
the city, some tips you will find in
city plan through which you go and draw
and find love in here.
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WHO AM I
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Neukolln (formerly Rixdorf), until
1920 an independent city, is an inner-city district of Berlin in the homonymous borough (Bezirk) of Neukolln,including the historic village of
Alt-Rixdorf and numerous Grunderzeit
apartment blocks. With 331,556 inhabitants (2018) the Ortsteil is the most
densely populated of Berlin.
Area 11.7 km2 (4.5 sq mi)
Elevation 52 m (171 ft)
Population 330,786 (2018/12/31)
Neukoln quarter 166,504
:(
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Dr. Amelia Brand (Interstellar)
***Love isn’t something we invented. It’s observable, powerful, it has to mean something,
Love is the one thing we’re capable of perceiving that transcends dimensions of time and space
+
She regards love in much the same way that we
regard gravity: It’s this complex force that
influences everything; we’ve measured and observed it to the point where we have a pretty
clear understanding of its effects; people devote their whole lives to observing it. And yet,
we have no idea why it exists.
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Analog interaction
Hybrid space. The acceleration of technological innovation, abrupt changes
within the global economic and political order, individualistic lifestyles
and a succession of very different
types of accommodation/premises make
urban/regional developments highly
unpredictable. As the instruments of
prognosis are failing us, we need to rethink the possibilities and the mechanisms of planning. We have therefore to
research and to develop stratgies and
instruments for processing change,for
encouraging, facilitating and connecting the ongoing processes of urban
growth and transformation, for supporting the plural forces shaping our
environment.
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Collaborations
Large-scale speculative design contests 'official reality’; it is a form
of dissent expressed through alternative design proposals. It aims to be
inspirational, infectious, and catalytic, zooming out and stepping back to
address values and ethics. It strives
to overcome the invisible wall separating dreams and imagination from
everyday life, blurring distinctions
between the ’real’ real and the 'unreal’ real. The former exists in the
here-and-now, whereas the latter lies
behind glass screens, within the pages
of books, and locked in people’s imaginations.
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DIGITAL MEMORY

DIGITAL LOVE

DIGITAL DIALOG

HUMAN AI ++++++++++++++
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>HELPER
>DEVELOPER
>IDENTIFICATOR
>ACCOMPLISHING
>MODERNISATOR
>CALM DOWN
>GIVER
>NURSE
>COLLABORATOR
>UPTATDOR
>BUILDER
>INTELLIGENCE
>EXPLORER
>ANATOMY
>LOVER
>GENERALIZATOR
>OPTIMISM(ATION)
>ACTING
>CONSCIOUS
>BALANCED
>PEACEFULL
>SEDATE
>MEDIA CREATOR
>PLANNER
>INTERFACE
>ADAPTATION
>DATA
>ANALOGUE
>INTERVENTION
>SYSTEM
>KEEPER
>INFILTRATE
>BALANCE
>ACTION
>ADVANCED BODY+MIND
>EVERYTHING KNOWLEDGE
>RESULT
>ENVIRONMENT
>CURE
>BLOCKING
>CHANGE
>ERROR
>SUPPORT
>INFORMATION
>OBTAINING

HEALTHY

o DIGITAL TALK
VIRTUALLY
LOVING
RESPECTFULLY

ONLINE
TRAVELLING

o

COLLECTION KNOWLEDGE PLATFORM
ADAPTIVE PLATFORM
MEDITATION PLATFORM
VILLAGE PLATFORM
ACTIVATOR PLATFORM

VILLAGE
SPORT
CHILDHOOD
SERVICE
FOOD PRODUCTION
GUIDLINE EXPERTISE
SELF-SUFFICIENCY
ARTIFICIAL LOVE
INDEPENDENCY
SELF-SUPPORT
FLEXIBILITY
COLLECTION
REFRESHING
EXIBITION
SOCIETY
ARCHIVE
UPDATE
ADAPT
UNITY
MODE
ART

LEARN

FAST
BEING INTERESTED
LIMITLESSLY
CONSTANTLY
TRANSFORMING
TESTING
PRACTICING
COLLABORATEVELY
BUILDING
DREAMILY
PROPORTIONALLY
REGARDING YOUR LIMITS
GROWING
TOUCHING
BEING IN/INSIDE/OUTSIDE/NEAR
HEARING

CONSCIOUSNESS

HUMAN AI

FEELING
LOVING
COLLABORATEVELY
SENSE
HONEST
BIOLOGICALLY
MAKING MISTAKES
MEMORY
ATTITUDE
ACTING
LONELY
SUBCOUNCIOUSLY
RESPECT
WONDERING
VIRTUALLY
CREATION

CITY IDENTITY
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>ADAPTER
>COMMUNICATOR
>PLAYER
>GAMING
>SPONTANEOUS
>LEARNING
>BOOKING
>PROVOCATOR
>COLLABORATOR
>INTEGRATOR
>DEVELOPER
>WATCHER
>GROWING
>(SPACE)EDUCATION
>LOVER
>GENERAL STRUCTURE
>REALIST
>CHANGER
>INFLUENCER
>ADVISER
>MOOD PROVOCATOR
>ONLINER
>GENERATOR
>PLANNER
>NATURE
>ADAPTATION
>REFRESHER
>ANALOGUE
>UNDERSTANDING
>NETWORKING
>ABSORBENT
>LIVE
>INDICATOR
>ACTION
>DANCE
>MONITORING
>KEEPER
>SECRET
>STORY BEGINS
>RELAXATION
>SIMULATION
>FOOD PRODUCTION
>MANUFACTURING
>ACTIVATOR
>RECEPTION

+ SPACES
>DIGITAL LANDSCAPE
>COMMUNICATIONS
>MEDIA BORDERS
>GRID/FRAMES
>MEETING POINTS
>GENEOUS URBANISM
>JOINTS
>TECHOLOGY
>HYBRID URBANISM
>NEW
>DIGITALISATION
>GUIDLINE
>FLEXIBLE
>STRUCTURE
>ARTIFICIAL LOVE
>WINDOWS
>VERTICAL/HORIZONTAL
>CELLS
>HIGHRISEDOWN
>SIGHTS
>COLOUR
>HYBER
>PLATFORMS
>HUMAN BODY
>GARDENS
>DETAILS
>STORYTELLING
>VIRTUAL
>CLEVER LOCATIONS
>CONNECTIONS
>FOREST
>HOUSE
>DAY/NIGHT/TWILIGHT
>TRANSPORTATION
>NOISY SPACE
>TRANPARENCY
>ARCHIVE
>SEARCH/DIFFERENTIAL
>ENTER HALL
>CALM SPACES
>EXTENSION
>NEIGHBOURHOOD
>FUNCTION
>TOUCHABLE EDUCATION
>NEW TOPOGRAPHY
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VILLAGE/PRACTICE/NEW/ACTIVATOR/HOUSE/WORK///
HUMAN SCALE

>

NEW CITY MODE studies a collection of situations that happen in the digital era, that imply
cultural production happens on digital platforms, from where we structure our collections
and archives. In these platforms that go beyond
the physical limits, intangible contents imply a new form of production and transmission
of culture, which is led by digital networks
and new technologies, since they are transorming the way we have to understand what surrounds us. New scenarios of encounter between
the physical and the virtial are proposed. Revealing these situations leads to the comlex
reality of our context, where is our coexisten
ce................................................

SECOND NATURE
....................................................
....................................................
200000000001 VIEWS
....................................................
DIGITAL HUMANITY
....................................................

CITY

=

>DISCOVERER
>OBSERVER
>APPRECIATOR
>COMPANION
>SPONTANEOUS
>LEARNER
>WONDERER
>PROVOCATOR
>COLLABORATOR
>SURPISER
>MOVEABLE
>WATCHER
>EXPLORER
>PERMORMER
>LOVER
>GENERAL INFORMATION
>PRESENT
>ADVISER
>INTEREST
>SUGGESTION
>THIRST
>COGNIZE
>NEW CREATOR
>PLANNER
>ANALOGUE WINDOW
>ADAPTATION
>REFRESHING
>ANALOGUE
>CELEBRATION
>DETAIL
>CONNECTION
>TEMPORARY
>IMBALANCE
>ACTION
>AMBITION
>COLLECTION
>IDEA
>PROBATIONER
>CONSUMER
>BIOLOGY
>NOVATOR
>QUESTIONS
>PUZZLE
>USER
>LIKE (RECEPTION)/

>
Machines and robots first and foremost as systems that can improve our lives
and relieve us of tasks that we do not wish to perform or that are highly repetitive. Of course, they can also make work easier for us and allow us to
concentrate on more pleasantactivities. hmmmmm...
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>PLAYER
>COMER
>TRAVELLER
>INFLUENCER
>CREATOR
>CONTROLLER
>CONSUMER
>DREAMER
>UNIFYING
>PERFORMER
>OBSERVATOR
>ACCOMLISHING
>RESEARCHER
>LEARNER
>LOVER
>ILLUSIONIST
>UTOPIAN
>HOPING
>FEELING
>MEDIATIVE
>FREE MIND
>DESIROUS
>ACTING
>WORKER
>RESONATOR
>ENGINE
>SENSUAL
>REFORMATOR
>SICK
>TREATING
>ACTIVATOR
>MIND
>INTELLECT
>SENSE
>HUMAN BODY
>MODERNIZED MINDSET
>MEMORY
>EXPERIENCE
>MOVEMENT
>RISE
>DOWN
>HATE
>MISTAKES
>SEARCH
>MOOD

>
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DIGITAL EXISTENCE

...
Adaptation/
Intelligent Architecture/
Self-prodramming city/
Degitalization/
Data urban node/
Game interaction/
Playing streets/
(no)limitations/
New typography for the city/
Generated system.life.resourses

HUMAN
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MEGASTRUCTURE

ruslana_massarova/dia/imagining_collaborative_world/ws20

o SITING UNDER THE TREE
WONDERING
LOVING
LOOKING THROUGH
FARMING ENERGY
GROW YOUR OWN GARDEN

o JUMP INTO UNKNOWN

DEFINE

NARROWLY
ANSWERABLE
THE MAIN THING
ACCESSIBLY
REFLECTINGLY
FARSIGHTEDLY
REFLECTINGLY

+ARTIBUTES

>

+

MOBILITY

INVENTING SOURCES

o EATING FOOD
ENJOYING
LOVING
HEALTHY

MANUFACTURE

o

PLATFORMS OF HUMAN
HYBRID THOUGHTS
MATRIX SYSTEM
LIVING CITY
FOREST OF DESIRE
GARDEN OF THE WORDS
JUMP INTO UNKNOWN
SCHOOL OF EVERYTHING
INTERNET OF HUMAN
UNIVERSITY OF UNIVERSAL
THINGS
DREAMWORKS
LOVE PLACES
PLATFORMS OF AI
PRESERVE YOUR ANCESTORS
IMAGINE IMAGINATION
ON-LINE
HOLINESS OF MENTALITY
NEW RELIGION
CYBERHUMAN
PLATFORMS FOR PLANTS AND FOOD

>
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FOREST OF MEMORIES

#SECONDNATUREAPPEALSTOYOU

>

>
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MOVEMENT UP

ERRORSENJOYING
TECHNOLOGIES
LOVING
SWIMMING IN LOVE POOL

WORK

LOVING
COLLABORATEVELY
COMPREHENSIVELY
HARDLY
WORTHILY
QUIETLY
DEVELOPING
DISCOVERING NEW
FINDING ANSWERS
EMOTIONALLY
CALMLY
TESTING
CONTRACTING ITERATION
DESIGNING
METHODOLICALLY

FOREST OF FORESTS

>
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PEOPLE JUDGED SOME MENTAL
PHENOMENA , SUCH AS DEPRESSION AND THE ABILITY TO DISCERN TEMPERATURE THROUGH
TOUCH , MUCH MORE AMENABLE
TO SCIENTIFIC EXPLANATION
THAN OTHERS , SUCH AS FEELING
PRIDE OR EXPERIENCING LOVE
AT FIRST SIGHT.

HUMAN MIND is

FOREST OF MEMORIES

>

?

FORGOTTEN HEART

o

>
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Component/urban node/megasrtucture//

+

>

ONE HYPOTHESIS IS THAT MENTAL
PHENOMENA VARY IN HOW COMPLEX
WE BELIEVE THEM TO BE. PERHAPS PHENOMENA LIKE LOVE AND
SPIRITUALITY ARE THOUGHT TO
BE MORE COMPLEX THAN PHENOMENA LIKE DEPRESSION OR DEPTH
PERCEPTION, AND IT’S THIS
COMPLEXITY THAT LEADS PEOPLE
TO JUDGE SOME MENTAL PHENOMENA BEYOND THE SCOPE OF SCIENTIFIC EXPLANATION.

RESEARCH

WONDERING
FORMING COMMUNITY
LEARNING MISTAKES

>
!

Borders/connections
What is Second Nature. Considering
trends of the modern world, implementation of the computer environment in our
reality, an forgetting nature, forgetting about primary/this space will
allow to understand an entity of the
person as the nature and interrelation
and gaining experience by means
of mixing of the live and analog nature.
Further, eventually the analog system
will take advantage and will influence
on forming of architecture, having
caused the new digitalisation.
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VULNERABLE INTELLECT

CLOSED MIND

MUSEUM OF MISTAKES

INTERCULTURAL EXCHANGE

RESTARTING

o HOLLY FOR MELANCHOLY
NATURE CONTEMLATIONLY
CREATIVELY
LONELINESSLY

o ACCUMULATE KNOWLEDGE
NATURALY
DIGITALLY
MENTALLY

o

SPACE FOR NOTHING
SPACE FOR ISOLATION
SPACE FOR DAILY BREAK
SPACE FOR AWAKING
SPACE FOR NOTHING
SPACE FOR ISOLATION

/

What if the technology could also
control or alter brain activity? What if our thoughts and other brain information were contriolled or hacked? In a world
in which the # (Google, Amazon,
Facebook, Apple< Instagram,
Microsoft and other companies)
are gaining more and more insight into our lives, should’t
we worried that 1 day they might
get even more access to cognitive
data?

+

Different genres of computation-smart grids, cloud platforms, mobile apps, smart city,
the Internet of Things, automation-can be seen not so many species evolving on their own, but
as forming a coherent whole; an
accidental megastructure that is
both a computational apparatus
and a new govering architecture.
We are inside Digital City and it
is inside of us.

VIRTUAL

THE MIND AS "A MYSTERIOUS
FORM OF MATTER SECRETED BY
THE BRAIN," ENGAGED IN A FUTILE ATTEMPT TO UNDERSTAND
ITSELF "WITH NOTHING BUT ITSELF TO KNOW ITSELF WITH. IS
AN UNDERSTANDING OF THE HUMAN MIND TO BE FOUND OUTSIDE
OF SCIENCE , IN POETRY AND IN
RELIGION, IN THE ARTS AND IN
ACTION?

MOVE

REASONABLY
FAST
SLOWLY
HORIZONTALLY
VERTICALLY
DIAGONALLY
UP@DOWN
STEP BY STEP
CRITICALLY
DEVELOPING
STOPING
THINKING
COLLABORATE
ALLOWING GO
TAKING YOUR REALLITY
SELF-CARING

COLLECTION OF SITUATIONS

<

>

+

o

HUMANLY
DIGITALLY
MINDSETFULLY
PROCCESSING

MOVEMENT DOWN

+ARTIBUTES
FRIENSHIP
MEMORIES
LOVE
GAME
IMMERSION
ARTIFICIAL INTELLEGENCE
CO-WORKEERS
CO-HOUSING
REALITY
TECHNOLOGY
EDUCATION
CITY STRUCTURE
CHANGE
REACTION
CONCENTRATION
INDEPENDENCE
DEVELOPMENT
WAITING
HOPE
UNDERSTANDING(PROMOTED BY
DISCOMFORT)

IMPLEMENT

MOVEMENT DIAGONALLY

CLIMATE RESEARCH

o IMMERSION
1.INTERACTIVITY/
RESPONSIVENESS
2.VIRTUAL REALITY
3.FULL IMMERSION

PLACE

+
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Little fairytale .
Everything in excess is dangerous and so is the case with Artificial Intelligence. It is the science and engineering of
making intelligent machines, that makes it significant. With
the simulation of human intelligence, processes by machines
that are especially computer systems include learning the acquisition of information and rules for using it. The reasoning
uses rules to reach approximate or definite conclusions and
self-correction.
Machine take decision based on previous data records. With
algorithms, the chances of errors are reduced. This is an
achievement, as solving complex problems require difficult
calculation that can be done without any error. Business organizations use digital assistants to interact with their users, this helps them to save an ample amount of time. The demand
for user’s businesses is fulfilled and thus they don’t have to
wait. They are programmed to give the best possible assistance
to a user. AI doesn’t get tired and wear out easily. Logic above
all! Highly advanced organizations have digital assistants
which help them to interact with the users and save the need for
human resources. Medical applications is the best thing that
artificial intelligence has done to humans. The complete absence of emotions from a machine makes it more efficient as they
are able to make the right decisions in a short span of time. The
best example of this is its usage in healthcare. The integration of AI tools in the healthcare sector has improved the efficiency of treatments by minimizing the risk of false diagnosis.
All being said, the pros and cons of artificial intelligence
being evaluated, it is up to the reader, user, and their perspective. AI and robotics will improve the way we think, the way
we explore new horizons, whether space or the ocean. As the ageold saying goes, necessity is the mother of all innovations,
so is the case with AI. Human beings know what they need and are
getting increasingly better in defining their wants and quickly transforming this into reality. In the near future, things
will happen so rapidly that we will see major changes and innovation. Hold your breath Mega disruptions have begun!
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IS IT YOUR PLACE
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IMMERSION

+

+
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o

IDEATE

WONDERING
BE ANNOYED AT
DISCUSSING
LAUGHING
TALKING
REASONABLY
STATUS
ADAPTING SKILLS
CONFUSIONLY

AS SPACE

? SPACES
INSIDE
AND
OUTSIDE

?
?

?

AS CONCEPTION

EMOTIONS

+++

GENERATOR

o IMAGINING MOVIE
MEMORY
DIGITALLY
MENTALLY

DEVELOP

WONDERING
REASONABLY
FINDING SOLUTIONS

?
?

Architecture of the Near Future
/
COMPONENT/MEGASTRUCTURE/URBAN NODE/SYSTEM/
LIVING ORGANISM/PHYLOSOPHY OF MINECRAFT
DIAGONAL
MEDIA INFRASTRUCTURE/SELF-PRODUCTION OF MATERIALS/CONSTRUCTION/CONSTANTLY GROWING/REPRODUCTION/EXPANDED/INTEGRATED PARTS-PHYSICAL
AND MENTAL.,EMOTIONS AND LOVE AS THE NEW CURRENCY
/
BORDERS?

LOADING

NEW ALGORITHM SCENARIOS

INTELLIGENCE

o NEW ENVIRONMENT
NATURE
DIGITAL
MENTAL

STRATEGIES

o

?

?
/

o

STIMULATION

LABORATORIES

FAIRYTALE
YOUR
RELAXATION

SOCIAL ECOSYSTEM
?
COMPETITION
TRANSFORMATION
COLLECTION

CREATE

?

+
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ANALYZE
INTELLECTUALLY
TRANSFORMING
INTERESTED
ARGUING
DISCUSSING
LOOKING FOR
TRANSFORMING
STARTING NEW
MAKING ERRORS
SCIENTIFIVALLY
ZOOMING IN@OUT
IDENTIFY
EVERYTHING
SCTRUCTURE

GARDENS

CHARGING

o WATCHING STARS
TOUCHABLY
DIGITALLY
DREAMILY

SYNTESIS LANDSCAPE

DIALOG

?

o

FREEDOM

GAMING

ACTIVATOR

WONDERING
THINKING CRITICALLY
ROLE PLYING
GAMING
LOVING
MINDFULLY
PARTICIPATING
LOOKING THROUGH

?

?
?

DREAM
HAPPY
CALMLY
GREAT
SENSE
HONEST
HOPEFULLY
POWERFULLY
STARTING NEW
MAKING MISTAKES
BORDLESSLY
ALWAYS
ACTING
LONELY
SUBCOUNCIOUSLY
HIDE
ENJOY
OPEN
WONDERING
VIRTUALLY

MEDICAL TREATMENT

DEVELOPMENT

o MY ELECTIC DOG
CAREFULLY
DIGITALLY
INDEPENDENTLY

o

?

?

o

HAPPY
CALMLY
ARTIFICIALLY
SENSE IT
HONEST
HOPEFULLY
POWERFULLY
CONTEXTUALLY
MAKING MISTAKES
LIMITLESSLY
ALWAYS
ACTING
LONELY
SUBCOUNCIOUSLY
OBJECTIVELY
ENJOY
OPEN
CO-CREATIVELY
VIRTUALLY
SEXUALITY

o TOUCH THE FUTURE
HOPEFULLY
WITH LOVE
CO-CREATIVELY

?

?

COMLEX INTELLIGENCE/YOU AND AI/NEW HUMAN/DIGITAL HUMANITY+DIGITAL ARCHITECTURE
EMOTIONS/EMPATHY/MEMORY/LOVE
REMAIN HUMAN BUT BUILT NEW PERCEPTION,INTELLIGENCE,ATTITUDE,EPOCH/
INDIVIDUAL CASE/ reload...load anew
Re:ligiON?-Belief in yourself and your Mind/

LOVE

o DATING
VIRTUALLY
PHYSICALLY
ARTIFICIALLY

?

++

BERLIN/NEUKOLN

NATURE

o

VIRTUAL CAFE
PARTNERSHIP
IMMERSIONCAFE

?

?

+

Structure can
be applied
wherever you
can imagine it
in the world
A new role model

..

Only through loving can you find Truth.
Then when you are so in love with Truth, will you love all beings, and the love shall flow endlessly from you and to you, and
you shall be well fed and content.
LOVE is the answer.

?

REMAIN HUMAN
FEELING
LOVING
COLLABORATEVELY
SENSE
HONEST
BIOLOGICALLY
MAKING MISTAKES
MEMORY
ATTITUDE
ACTING
LONELY
SUBCOUNCIOUSLY
RESPECT
WONDERING
VIRTUALLY
CREATION

>

Hybrid urbanism-1component/focused
on the discussin of the
future of our
environments
will function
as generators
of local identity.

Find someone to love, a companion, the homeless, the needy, the
lonely, technology, AI, your work, your memory. Find love in
all places, give love to one who needs if you do not have one at
home. You must love if you want to live.

?

?

?

To accept love is as important as to give it. If you cannot receive, you cannot truly give.
Accepting love is the same as giving, for love is not a thing
that can be placed in a box.
Love is life.
Life does not discriminate, deteriorate, or diminish the more
it is given, rather it flourishes, and empathy is the same.

+++
+
?

Without love, the riches of life are worthless. As a diamond
buried deep in the ground goes unnoticed of its beauty, so does
any gift in life that goes unshared.
Joy comes from giving to one you love. A gift, a thought, a precious feeling, all are valued the same.

?

Love must be given to someone who can receive it for the lover to
feel love.
If love is given to one who cannot accept it, then it burns even
more painful than if there where no love to begin.

AI-MAN MIND is

+

?

Little manifesto.
A human without love is not a human being.
To live without loving is merely existing, it is a robots life.
To be truly alive, to live, to feel, one must have someone to
love.

TECHNICAL ACHIEVEMENTS
INTELLIGENT OBJECTS SUPPORT PEOPLE
INTERACT WITH THEIR SURROUNDINGS, ENRICH THE
WORLD.
APPLY NOW THIS CITY.
PRESENCE,3D PRINTING,MATERIAL INNOVATIONS,ARTIFICIAL INELLIGENCE AND ROBOTICS
HAVE A DECISIVE FOCUS OF SCIENCE,INDUSTRY AND
SOCIETY. PRODUCTS ARE VIRTUALLY DEVELOPED ANS
SIMULATED.
BIOPRINTING,HUMAN BODY,ARTIFICIAL HEART ARE
THE FUTURE OF OUR SOCIETY.
SUSTAINABLE AND INDUSTRIAL DESIGN OF TOMMOTOW,INTERDISCIPLINARY ACTION AND CREATIVE
LATERAL THINKING ARE THE KEYS TO INNOVATION-ADVANCED MANUFACTURING.

?

?

+

REACTIVE MACHINES

+

TO

IS
LOADIND.....1
DREAM
BRAVERY
JOY
SENSE
WAITING
HOPE
FORGIVENESS
STARTING NEW
MAKE MISTAKES
CHALLENGE
PERCEPTION
BELIEVE IN YOURSELF
EVOLUTION
SUBCONSCIOUSLY
EVALUATION
APPRECIATE
ENJOY
LET IT BE
BEGIN AGAIN
BETTER AHEAD
TAKE IT
BE WRONG
EXPERIENCE
STAY AMAZED
GET CLOSE TO
FEEL
LOVE WILL SET US FREE
BE DIFFERENT
BE FLEXIBLE
BE ACCEPTING
ARTIFICIAL
CYBER
HYBRID
TOUCH THE THOUGHTS
LAUGH
ABILITY
STRAIGHT
LEARN
GIVING
VIBES
REMAIN HUMAN
TO BECOME MORE HUMAN

>

A NEW CULTURE OF LOVE. IMAGINATION AND REALITY IS A
STRONG DUET IN LOVE; SOME
MIGHT BET IT IS EXLORING MORE
AND MORE THE OTHERS’ SOULS
BEFORE MEETING THEM ’IN REAL
LIFE’.ANOTHER -THROUGH
WORDS, EMOTICONS, SCREENS AS
A SOCIAL INTERFACE BETWEEN
2 PPL, WE CAN REVEAL MORE TO
THIS DISTANT, DIGITAL FOREIGNER THAN TO CLOSE FRIENDS
OR ACQUAINTANCES.

LOVE

>
?
< << < <

LIMITED MEMORY

REDUCTION IN HUMAN ERROR
TAKES RISKS INSTEAD OF HUMANS
AVAILABLE 24X7
HELPING IN REPETITIVE JOBS
DIGITAL ASSISTANCE
FASTER DECISIONS
DAILY APPLICATIONS
NEW INVENTIONS
ENHANCED AUTOMATION
NEXT GENERATION DISASTER
RESPONSE
CREATIVITY AND TECHNOLOGY
ZERO SCOPE FOR ERRORS

?

?

HOW

ANALOGUE
1.relating to or using signals or information
represented by a continuously variable physical
quantity such as spatial position, voltage, etc
2. Not involving or relating to the use of computer technology, as a contrast to a digital
counterpart.
An analog system is a system of proportion. One
can see it as values of percentages. Analog systems are used where proportional voltages or
current levels are required. The signals have no
disctrete steps, they are of an infinite variability in nature. A digital recording is a series of numbers that correspond to the sound’s
continuous variations, but the numbers have to
be reconverted to analog signals before they can
be listened to.
Well, another word for analogue what is something closely resembling to something else:
correlative, correspondent, parallel NATURE.

++

>

LONDON

* THIS story behind../ ANALOGUE
SECOND NATURE/
* Digital humanity.

SELF-AWARENESS
AI: MORE THAN HUMAN
ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE IS
HAVING AN INCREASING IMPACT
ON THE DESIGN OF CITIES, WITH
AI TOOLS BEING DEVELOPED TO
HELP ARCHITECTS. DIGITAL HUMANITY.

<

WHERE

ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE
WILL TAKE OVER FROM HUMANS.
HUMANS WILL HAVE TO ACCEPT
BEING "SURROUNDED BY A DIVERSITY OF INTELLIGENCE.
THIS IS OUR SECOND NATURE AND
SECOND ENVIRONMENT TO LIVE
AND DEVELOP IT.

THEORY OF MIND

?

WHO

>

INTO THE FUTURE WITH ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE
Given the physical nature of the build environment it would be qualities of
space dominate our perception of a building. Space can speak, can give to you
sensation to provide by thoughts, to dominate, to speak with you.

TECHNOLOGY AND NATURE
TECHNOLOGY AND HUMAN
HUMAN AND HUMAN
HUMAN AND NATURE
HUMAN AND DIGITAL
DIGITAL AND NATURE
LOVE AND DEVELOPMENT
HUMAN AI AND FUTURE
NEW HUMAN AND DIGITAL FUTURE
#WHATDOESITMEANTOBEAHUMANAFTERDIGITALREVOLUTION

ruslana_massarova/dia/imagining_collaborative_world/ws20

The project is still in process but I’m ready to provide some images I have
made during 3d semester and text descriptions which you can use. This is
mostly research part of the whole work and I am also sending posters I made
for winter semester submission.

P.S. All materials presented are made by author in collaboration with
professors mentioned above and be in the process of realisation for
presentation of the thesis this year.
Ruslana.
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